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PowerLight
Box Pro
The PowerLight Box cover is one to one interchangeable
with the Philips TCH 329 and the Hogro (Lightronics) PVX

ENERGY SAVINGS

ADDITIONAL INFO
DESIGNED IN STYLE

PowerLight Box Pro

Thanks to its smart design and robust
construction, the PowerLight Box Pro can
be used anywhere: in public areas, central
halls, stairwells, corridors, galleries, storage
rooms and entrances. For both indoor and
outdoor use.

AN UNIQUE COVER

SAVE MORE ENERGY
In addition to the PowerLight Box Pro
being easy to install, the LED's in this
luminaire have a long lifespan, are more
energy- efficient and require little to no
maintenance.
The PowerLight Box Pro can be upgraded
with a daylight sensor, motion sensor and
an emergency module. In addition, a
remote control can also be ordered
separately, making the control of
emergency luminaires easier than ever
before. With 1 push of a button, you will
now be able to see the status of the
luminaire thanks to our automatic
30-day selftest.

Specifications
WATTAGE:
SWITCHABLE 4W/7W
RATED VOLTAGE:
AC100~250V 50~60HZ
COLOUR:
SWITCHABLE 3000K/4000K
LUMEN:
>120Lm/W
LUMEN LED'S:
>140Lm/W
RA:
80~90
POWERFACTOR:
0.9
DEGREE OF PROTECTION:
IP65
IMPACT RESISTANCE:
IK10
TYPE LED'S:
SMD 2835
NUMBER OF LED'S:
184
BASE COLOUR:
GRAY/RAL7015
COVER COLOUR:
OPAL/TRANSPARANT
DIMENSIONS (MM):
344X119X70
ENERGY LABEL:
A++
CERTIFICATES:
CE, EMC, LVD,F, ROHS

The LED Board and the electronics are fully
integrated within the cover of the
PowerLight Box Pro. This, together with the
design of the cover, ensures a beautiful
and even light distribution, even to the
sides of the luminaire
The cover of the PowerLight Box Pro is also
one to one interchangeable with the cover
of the Philips TCH 329 and the Hogro
(Lightronics) PVX. This allows you to
continue to use the bottom of your existing
luminaire and avoid having to repaint your
walls.

MULTIPLE MOUNTING OPTIONS
You can connect the PowerLight Box Pro
via the rear as well as via the sides, making
it possible to interconnect multiple
luminaires in every way possible.

HIGH-QUALITY TECHNOLOGY
The PowerLight Box Pro is equipped with
the latest high-quality technology and
components. For example, the motion
sensor is adjustable in multiple directions
and is guaranteed to switch > 200,000
times. Thanks to this latest technology, this
sensor lasts at least 4 times longer than the
most used sensors on the market. Another
bit of high-end technology is integrated in
our daylight sensor. Our daylight sensor
only responds to direct daylight.

